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W H I T E  P A P E R

Less Downtime and Faster Recovery
Network Troubleshooting and Reliability

The potential cost of network downtime can run into thousands of dollars — per 

minute. To prevent a network outage, it is critical to have a robust troubleshooting 

system in place that delivers complete insight into the network through a visibility 

architecture. This paper outlines key troubleshooting topics and tactics that can help 

detect and minimize network issues, including the following:

• reducing/eliminating the need for change board approvals and crash carts

• use of floating filters that dramatically cut data collection times

• use of dynamic filter engines to increase data filter accuracy

• improving out-of-band monitoring solution reliability with high availability (HA)

• conducting proactive troubleshooting with application intelligence

• baselining your network to recognize aberrant behavior

• improved troubleshooting using quick packet captures

• use of duplicate packets to isolate architecture design flaws

• ability to easily validate monitoring filter accuracy

• improved network reliability analysis and better monitoring data

• correlation of production traffic with test environments to reduce mean time to 
repair (MTTR)
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Reduce/Eliminate the Need for Change Board Approvals and 
Crash Carts
Summary
• After tap installation, there are no more network interruptions for monitoring equipment.

• A network packet broker (NPB) connects to the tap to provide aggregation, filtering, 
and regeneration.

• Eliminate crash carts and many change board approvals after NPB installation. 

• MTTR reductions of up to 80% are possible

Solution overview

Once visibility equipment installation into the network finishes, you rarely need to touch the 

network again. For instance, a tap is “set and forget” technology and continues passively, 

forwarding a copy of all traffic to the NPB. Since the tap makes a copy of monitoring data, 

you can do whatever you want to this monitoring data as it will not affect the network. If 

you combine the taps with a packet broker, you have instant access to pretty much all the 

data you need across your entire network for troubleshooting. This offers the benefit of 

eliminating most, if not all, change board approvals for troubleshooting purposes. There is 

no need to wait two hours, two days, or two weeks for permission to touch the network.

The image above illustrates the process reduction. The left side shows a typical, basic 

process overview. For example, you receive an alert, you investigate it, open a ticket, 

ask for change board permission to touch the network, assemble the crash cart, wait for 

a maintenance window, and then finally, get some troubleshooting time in. On the right-

hand side, you notice that the effort amounts to less than half.

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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Unless you are touching a mission critical component, you can skip change board 

approval and go straight to debugging — no crash cart or maintenance window needed. 

Authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) rules persist on the packet broker 

as well, which further reduces the need for change board approvals. This new process 

has a big impact on (MTTR) reduction. Case studies find that customers can reduce 

their MTTR by up to 80%.

Floating Filters Dramatically Cut Data Collection Times

Summary
• Pre-stage your filters and connect them to standby troubleshooting tools (like analyzers 

and Wireshark).

• Use a drag-and-drop interface in the NPB to connect a network port to a filter.

• Start capturing data in less than a minute to reduce troubleshooting costs.

Solution overview

Another troubleshooting tactic is to create unassigned free-floating data filters, often 

referred to as floating filters since they do not attach to a network port. The power of 

the floating filter comes from the fact that it already exists and connects to the tool 

side of the NPB. The tools can instantly attach to a network port to analyze incoming 

data when needed. This accelerates diagnosis time since the forensic tools are already 

in standby mode.

A rapid response helps to control costs. Because the floating filter is pre-existing, you 

can save several minutes to more than an hour, compared to configuring filters manually 

using command-line interface (CLI). 

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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A typical use case would involve using a Wireshark tool or a protocol analyzer. Any 

frequently used tool can be set up with a floating filter and pre-staged for problem 

analysis. It takes less than a minute to activate the filter when needed. You simply draw 

a connection from the network port to the floating filter. You can make filter adjustments 

with button clicks. In addition, you can connect the floating filters remotely using the 

packet broker management system, which offers you 24x7x365 diagnosis capabilities 

from remote locations. 

Dynamic Filter Engines Increase Data Filter Accuracy

Summary
• Filters created via CLI are prone to typos and other human error. 

• Deploy an NPB that supports dynamic filtering to eliminate issues associated with 
CLI-based filters and guarantee accuracy.

• Eliminate complexity and boost productivity up to four times that of a CLI process.

Solution overview

Traditional data filtering runs sequentially. During the process, each tool receives 

the data it needs and then the next tool downstream receives the rest of the data. 

However, previous tools remove any overlapping packets which creates missing data. 

The figure above shows that only the first tool in the sequence receives all the network 

traffic that it should see. Subsequent tools may receive clipped data, or no data at all.

Dynamic filters are similar to ingress and egress filters, except that the dynamic filter 

is located, and processed, in the middle, between the ingress and egress port filters. 

With dynamic filtering, the ingress filter can stay wide open so that the dynamic filters 

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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can segment and aggregate packets from multiple ports. Those packets pass on to 

the appropriate tool. This solution addresses problems that occur when some packets 

meet the filter criteria of multiple tools and must be sorted out properly for each tool 

to do its job. These overlapping packets require attention to ensure that your tools can 

“see” the right packets for successful monitoring.

CLI-based filtering schemes place the onus of correcting this problem on the operator, 

requiring IT engineers to correctly identify any overlaps, quantify those overlaps, and 

document detailed filter rules and exceptions to account for the data that needs to 

go to multiple destinations (tools). The dynamic filter eliminates the time and cost 

associated with CLI-based filters.

Improve Out-of-Band Monitoring Solution Reliability with HA

Summary
• Use HA to create n+n redundancy for out-of-band deployments of NPBs.

• Heartbeat signals to tools enable super-fast fail-over between NPBs.

Solution overview

This solution illustrates how you can increase reliability for your network monitoring 

solution by implementing survivability. There are two common options for survivability — 

HA, which typically involves connecting a primary and standby set of tools, and an n+1 

load balancing option in which all tools connect and function with some extra capacity. 

The HA redundancy option is highly effective at maintaining maximum network and tool 

uptime. In terms of the network packet broker, this typically includes dual CPUs, dual 

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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power supplies, and fail-over between internal components. If one component or path 

fails, the secondary equipment can handle the load. This option yields the highest level 

of mean time between failures (MTBF).

There are two versions of HA — Active-Active and Active- Passive. Active-Active means 

that both processors work simultaneously to process traffic. Active-Passive means that 

only one of the processors is active while the second processor is in stand-by mode. 

Visibility solutions configured in active-passive mode will typically need a minute or more 

to restore full processing and restart data delivery. But a lot can happen in 60 seconds 

and many security issues can miss observation. Redundant NPBs configured in active-

active mode work with complete synchronicity to aggregate, process, and deliver 

data to all security and monitoring solutions. This mode enables them to work more 

efficiently, handle periodic traffic bursts, and failover in a few seconds or less to maintain 

continuous security inspection without gaps.

By using HA NPBs, you can increase your network uptime and reliability far beyond 

the level provided with redundant tools only. And since you have a redundant NPB, 

it is possible that a redundant toolset is no longer necessary.
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Conduct Proactive Troubleshooting with Application Intelligence

Summary
• IT teams spend considerable time troubleshooting

• Much of the MTTR is spent trying to determine if a problem exists 

• An NPB with detailed user geolocation, BGP AS, and application traffic changes can 
help pinpoint problems. 

Solution overview

Network teams spend much of their time on reactive troubleshooting. This means 

that teams have less time available to work on value-added projects. In addition, a 

considerable portion of mean time to repair is spent trying to determine whether there 

is a problem. So, it is important to identify a common denominator among people who 

have a problem in order to minimize the duration of network outages. Investigating 

rich metadata can provide context about the user’s connections to help you quickly 

isolate issues. With the NPB, you can filter data based upon: application signature (and 

granular application actions), application bandwidth consumed, geographic location 

information, browser types in use, and device types in use.

For example, suppose a customer calls the technical assistance center to report that 

their online gaming service does not work. The gaming company representative looks 

at the servers and equipment and equipment and determines everything is okay. The 

gaming company has not received any widespread complaints in the last 48 hours. 

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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The next step is to begin troubleshooting with the customer. The technician resets the 

customer account data, but nothing happens. Then technician spends even more time 

trying to figure out what the problem is. Meanwhile, several customers report a problem, 

but it is still not a widespread issue. By using available application data, the gaming 

company network operations center (NOC) could quickly have noticed that multiple 

complaints came from one geographic area and narrowed the problem down to one 

internet service provider (ISP). The gaming company could then have notified the ISP 

and discovered that it had performed a software update overnight, and that the update 

was the source of the problem.

Baseline Your Network to Recognize Aberrant Behavior

Summary
• Characterize your network(s) and create a baseline to recognize aberrant behavior by 

using taps and NPBs to capture relevant data.

• Create a “golden configuration” for comparison purposes when performing upgrades 
and rollouts.

Solution overview

One of the first things that comes to mind for most people when discussing network 

monitoring is the ability to capture network data, troubleshoot problems, or increase 

performance. However, one of the most important reasons to implement network 

monitoring is to characterize your network. How does it usually perform? What is 

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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the throughput, bandwidth consumed, and size and location of data flows? Are the 

average delays caused by data inspection (for security purposes)? You need this 

baseline information from your network before you can do anything else. Once you 

have the baseline to compare to, you will recognize aberrant and normal behavior 

more easily.

This is where a visibility architecture will help. Through a controlled plan (data access, 

monitoring control layer, and security and monitoring data analysis), you can create 

the baseline for the different layers of your network, including the following:

• internal data network

• data storage network

• external-facing components (website, e-commerce, channel partner portals)

• virtual data center

• security architecture

• network management systems (NMS, orchestration, capacity planning)

Taps and NPBs are the starting point to collect the required data. The data requires 

filtration and distribution to analysis tools like network performance management 

(NPM), application performance management (APM), data loss prevention (DLP), or 

a proactive monitoring solution to document normal parameters. This set of normal 

parameters becomes the “golden configuration” for future performance and network 

behavior analysis.
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Improve Troubleshooting with Quick Packet Captures

Summary
• Quick data captures make troubleshooting activities more convenient.

• Use an NPB to capture a range of packets (up to 14 GB), at a line rate of up to 40 Gbps.

• It is possible to do quick decoding of packet captures with an onboard analyzer.

Solution overview 

An NPB can help you create quick and easy packet captures (PCAPs) of network 

data. In addition, an onboard analyzer enables you to decode the packet data. This 

solution allows IT staff to have an integrated, single user interface capture and decode 

capability to quickly solve problems.

Packet captures are possible at rates up to a 40 Gbps line rate. The feature is enabled 

through the drag-and-drop GUI interface to create either manually initiated, event 

triggered, or API initiated packet captures. This means that the engineer does not 

need to flip back and forth between applications. An extensive list of trigger fields, 

media access control (MAC) address, virtual local area network (VLAN), Ethernet 

type, IP address, multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) label, Internet Protocol, 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) control, and Layer 4 port makes the solution even 

more powerful.

In order to realize the maximum value from this solution,  use the buffered window to 

catch pre-event packets. This allows you to capture data before and after the trigger 

event. A sliding capture window, as well as onboard and off-board storage, offers 

even more utility.

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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Use Duplicate Packets to Isolate Architecture Design Flaws

Summary
• A considerable portion of network monitoring traffic is duplicate. 

• Temporarily turn deduplication off in the NPB when debugging to expose hidden 
architecture issues.

• Measure the amount of existing duplicate packets on the network and compare to 
the previous baseline.

Solution overview 

While duplicate packets are considered bad, they can have a positive benefit. This 

is because their existence can be an indicator of several network issues that require 

attention. Some examples include:

• malfunctioning hardware devices that repeat data

• a flaw in your visibility architecture (like too many taps) that is resulting in the creation 
of too many copies of the same information

• the leaf and spine design of your Cisco ACI architecture

• a flaw or malfunction in your network monitoring data filtering device (SPAN session 
programming, network packet broker, etc.) 

For example, a well-designed packet broker can turn deduplication capabilities on and 

off. By turning deduplication capabilities off periodically for troubleshooting purposes, 

an IT engineer can observe the amount of duplicate monitoring data on the network and 

compare it to previous baselines. This allows you to find duplicate data access points and 

route paths, access burden issues, and broken equipment.

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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Easily Validate Your Monitoring Filter Accuracy 

Summary
• Filters created via CLI are prone to errors. 

• Reduce filter validation time from an hour to five minutes.

• NPBs have a simple button click that changes the “pass by” criteria to “deny by” to 
validate that the monitoring data filters work correctly.

Solution overview

A well-designed NPB can quickly validate the fi lters that it creates. While some 

solutions, especially SPAN port fi lters, require extensive external tool setups to 

validate data output, an NPB can use an internal setting for validation.

For example, once a filter is created in the NPB to allow only certain types of data 

to pass through it, save that specific fi lter. After that, return to the fi lter and fl ip 

the “pass by” criteria to “deny by” criteria to see if the intended data was filtered 

out correctly. This simple setting offers the inverse of what you wanted. If the data 

dispatched from the NPB contains some of the data you are looking for, then you 

know that one or more parameters within the NPB filter were set incorrectly. Since 

you can see the data output on your tool, you should be able to easily modify your 

data filter to correct the problem. This can reduce the filter validation process to 

just a few minutes compared to other validation mechanisms that could take more 

than an hour.

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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Improve Network Reliability Analysis with Better Monitoring Data

Summary
• Use taps to reliably capture data for tool analysis.

• Use an NPB to capture and filter data to specific network reliability monitoring tools.

• Use an NPB with packet capture capability to generate and analyze PCAPs.

Solution overview

An NPB can correlate the necessary data that helps improve network reliability. 

While this task resembles network performance monitoring which typically uses 

purpose-built tools in that area, it is not the same. Network reliability monitoring is 

more focused on network uptime, network availability, the number of performance 

impairments discovered, and time to resolution statistics. Network reliability can also 

be very specific to the network depending upon usage; for instance, it might depend 

on whether most of the server access comes from internal or external sources, such 

as e-commerce.

In this use case, the NPB filters and serves data to various tools as part of the 

solution. Selected data receives filtering within the NPB and then passes to one or 

more tools. This can include tools like Cacti (used to monitor and graph ping times 

and server events), Icinga (the modern version of Nagios used to measure various 

reliability parameters like network uptime), Paessler’s PRTG (used to measure 

uptime), Observium (used for trending analysis), and various other tools and 

dashboards that collect and present data.

Taps and NPBs can provide operational and administrative segmentation of the 

monitoring network to separate the visibility architecture (including the necessary 

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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tools) from the general network. NPBs can generate PCAPs to create data for analysis 

by reliability tools that, in turn, gather additional network information. Once you create 

the segment and collect the data, you can use it for the reliability solution analysis, 

which typically consists of creating regular baselines of data criteria performance, 

flow data analysis, trending of criteria performance, and observations of remediation 

successes/failures

Correlate Production Traffic with Test Environments to Reduce MTTR

Summary
• Application-level PCAP analysis can reduce downtime.

• Record network traffic dynamics including application type, bandwidth distribution, 
and application behavior using NetFlow information.

• Reproduce the realism of production networks in the labs.

Solution overview

Ixia has created a unique solution called TrafficREWIND which combines its visibility 

and test expertise to improve fault analysis, while validating architectures and 

devices prior to deployment. TrafficREWIND translates production network insight 

from the AppStack application intelligence product into test traffic configurations. 

The resulting configuration(s) enable the BreakingPoint application to provide a 

security test solution for improved analysis of network security threats.

TrafficREWIND is a virtual appliance designed for easy deployment in any production 

network. It offers scalable real-time architecture to record and synthesize traffic 

characteristics over extended periods of time (up to seven days), without legal- or 

Deployment scenario: Out-of-band visibility architecture
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compliance-related concerns in recording or sharing actual data payloads. This 

enables you to replicate the traffic profile with the associated real-world applications, 

while also adding an unprecedented test dimension — dynamically changing traffic 

composition over time that models the temporal nature of networks and applications. 

In addition, AppStack uses IxFlow, Ixia’s unique set of NetFlow extensions, to feed 

application-level insights into TrafficREWIND. This rich NetFlow metadata includes a 

wide array of network activities, along with application and device behavior observed 

in production networks. This combination creates a solution that can improve fault 

analysis or validate architectures and devices prior to deployment. The network 

insight captured in AppStack metadata bolsters the BreakingPoint solution with 

traffic realism.

Enterprises, service providers, and network equipment manufacturers (NEMs) waste 

valuable time and resources trying to replicate production network traffic conditions 

for fault analysis or validate architectures and devices prior to deployment. Assuming 

even a 25% improvement in the MTTR, TrafficREWIND’s approach, combined with the 

BreakingPoint test solution, could save companies over 21 hours of downtime per year.
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Conclusion
Network and application troubleshooting are often frustrating for IT personnel. Network 

teams frequently spend an inordinate amount of time on reactive troubleshooting, 

interfering with projects and other important activities.

One way to reduce the time needed to find and fix problems is to implement a visibility 

architecture – an end-to-end infrastructure that enables better visibility into physical 

and virtual networks, application performance, and security. With the dynamic network 

intelligence provided by this visibility, IT is better able to proactively intercept issues, 

more quickly resolve problems when they come up, and better secure the network. All 

of which lead to less down time and a better user experience.

By using taps, floating filters, dynamic filters, and high-availability network packet 

brokers, organizations can expedite troubleshooting and improve network reliability. 

Taps can improve the quality of monitoring data and time to data acquisition. NPBs 

can perform data filtering, deduplication, packet slicing, header stripping, and other 

functions to optimize data before it passes to tools. NPBs can also help perform data 

aggregation, filtering, and distribution to the right monitoring tools. 


